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ABSTRACT

With the aim of solubility estimation in water, polyethylene glycol 400 (PEG) and their binary
mixtures, Quantitative Structure – Property Relationships (QSPRs) were investigated to relate the
solubility of a large number of compounds to the descriptors of the molecular structures. The
relationships were quantified using linear regression analysis (with descriptors selected by
stepwise regression) and Formal Inference – based Recursive Modeling (FIRM). The models
were compared in terms of the solubility prediction accuracy for the validation set. The resulting
regression and FIRM models employed a diverse set of molecular descriptors explaining crystal
lattice energy, molecular size, and solute – solvent interactions. Significance of molecular shape
in compound’s solubility was evident from several shape descriptors being selected by FIRM and
stepwise

regression

analysis.

Some

of

these

influential

structural

features,

e.g.

connectivity indexes and Balaban topological index, were found to be related to the crystal lattice
energy. The results showed that regression models outperformed most FIRM models and
produced higher prediction accuracy. However, the most accurate estimation was achieved
by the use of a combination of FIRM and regression models. The results also showed that
the use of melting point in regression models improves the estimation accuracy especially for
solubility in higher concentrations of PEG. Aqueous or PEG/water solubilities can be estimated
by these models with root mean square error of below 0.70.
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1. Introduction

It is of tremendous benefit to the Pharmaceutical Industry to identify earlier in development
those molecules that will eventually fail due to poor solubility, bioavailabity and pharmacokinetic
issues. Therefore, properties such as Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, and Excretion
(ADME) need to be assessed early on during drug discovery. The properties also include aqueous
solubility and permeability, as the two main determinants of intestinal absorption. Although, with
the advent of new drug design technologies and high-throughput screening, many more hits and
drug candidates have become available, properties of these candidates are becoming less
favorable for development (Lipinski, 2002). Specifically, candidate drugs are becoming
increasingly poorly water soluble (Lipinski, 2000). Since adequate aqueous solubility is a
prerequisite for drug absorption from the gastrointestinal tract, it plays a major role in
bioavailability of orally administered drugs. This has been recognized by the FDA (CDER, 2000)
and European Medicines Agency (EMEA, 2007) on their Biopharmaceutics Classification
System (BCS)-based biowaiver for waiving in vivo bioequivalence studies in favor of easier in
vitro testing.

Rapid screening for solubility is possible through in vitro (experimental) and in silico
(computational) screening approaches. The solubility of a compound depends on its degree of
solvation in the solvent. The structural features in a solute molecule that improve the degree of
solvation will result in a more soluble solute. This relationship between the molecular structure of
compounds and their solubility has been extensively exploited and many different computational
models have been constructed for the estimation of solubility. These include group contribution
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methods such as the UNIFAC (Banerjee, 1985) and AQUAFAC (Lee et al., 1997), and
statistically derived models based on molecular structures of compounds also known as
Quantitative Structure – Property Relationships (QSPR) (Klopman and Zhu, 2001; Butina and
Gola, 2003).

Yalkowsky’s general solubility equation, GSE (Yalkowsky, 1999) is a well known model that
simply employs two properties, melting point and octanol/water partition coefficient (log P), for
the estimation of aqueous solubility of solids. On the other hand, more sophisticated QSPR
models such as those using nonlinear statistical techniques have been proposed that rely solely on
calculated molecular descriptors, without the need for the experimentally determined melting
point (Palmer et al., 2007; Johnson and Zheng, 2006; Schroeter et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2008;
Huuskonen et al., 1998; Cheng and Merz, 2003; Wassvik et al., 2006; Hou et al., 2004;
Bergström, 2005). Melting point is a measure of the crystal lattice energy that needs to be
overcome during dissolution, hence the significance in solubility models. However, as the lattice
energy depends on the strength of intermolecular interaction forces, it can be stipulated that the
effect of these intermolecular forces on solubility can be accounted for by the
calculated molecular descriptors such as polarizability, dipole moment and hydrogen bonding
descriptors. In fact, several models have been proposed for the estimation of melting point
using calculated descriptors (O’Boyle et al., 2008; Bergström et al., 2003), which show some
level of predictivity, at least for a qualitative classification of the melting point (Bergström et al.,
2003).

Apart from solubility in water, of a further importance is drug solubility in pharmaceutical cosolvents and their mixtures with water. Co-solvents are commonly used in liquid drug
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formulations in order to increase the solubility of poorly water soluble drugs. Estimation of drug
solubility in mixtures of water and co-solvents not only is very useful for drug formulators, but
also in a comparative study with aqueous solubility, it can provide valuable understanding about
the factors controlling the solubility phenomenon. Effects of volume fractions of a co-solvent in
the binary mixtures with water have been modeled mathematically. One of the earlier models is
that of Paruta and co-workers (1964) which described the solubility behavior using the dielectric
constant of the mixed solvents. Other models have simply employed the volume fractions of the
solvents and the solubility in pure solvents to describe the solubility in the solvent mixtures
(Yalkowsky and Roseman, 1981; Jouyban-Gharamaleki et al., 1999). The need of these models
for one or two solubility measurements (in one or both pure solvents) limits their applicability for
the rapid estimation of solubility. On the other hand, QSPR is expected to provide a rapid
estimation procedure for solubility in different solvents and solvent mixtures. Furthermore, using
QSPR a quantitative comparison between molecular properties controlling solubility in different
solvents can be achieved. The present investigation focused on the development of models
relating molecular structures of solutes to the solubility in water, polyethyleneglycol 400 (PEG)
and PEG/water binary solvent mixtures. Drug solubilities in these solvents were available
through Rytting et al (2005). The models were developed using linear regression analyses and
non-linear method of Formal Inference – based Recursive Modeling (FIRM). The structural
properties responsible for solubility in different solvents were identified and comparisons were
made between different solvents and the linear/ nonlinear models.

2. Materials and Methods
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2.1. Solubility Data: The solubility dataset of Rytting et al (2005) was used in this study. The
dataset consisted of equilibrium solubility of 122 compounds in 0%, 25%, 50%, and 75% (V/V)
aqueous PEG and that of 94 compounds in pure PEG. Only the free forms of each drug were used
in the solubility determination. The compounds represent a broad range of log P values (-2.4 to
7.5), molecular weights (111 to 614 Da) and melting points (53.5-360 °C). Melting points of the
drugs were obtained from the literature and databases (Ryting et al., 2005; SRC, 2010; Wishart et
al 2008). Melting point was not available for two compounds in the dataset, as they decompose
before melting (see supporting material).

2.2. Structural descriptors: Structural descriptors were calculated using ACD-Labs LogD
Suite, version 11 (Advanced Chemistry Development, Inc., Toronto ON, Canada) and Tsar 3D,
version 3.3 (Accelrys Inc., USA). For each compound, 25 descriptors were obtained using
Advanced Chemistry Development (ACD) Lab/ LogD Suite. These included logarithm of the
octanol-water partition coefficient (log P), logarithm of apparent partition coefficient (log D) at
different pH values of 1, 7.4 and 13, percentage weight of each atom type in the molecular
structure, molar refractivity and density. After minimization of the molecular energies by
COSMIC force field, a total of 90 descriptors were calculated for each compound using TSAR
3D software. The descriptors were deleted if the values for 98% of the compounds were identical.
Furthermore, where there was a high intercorrelation between a pair of descriptors (R > 0.99),
one of the descriptors was discarded.

2.3. Development of QSPR models:
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a. FIRM analysis
FIRM is a non-linear method (a form of decision tree) that selects variables for classification of
data. In this method a large set of data is split into subgroups based on important predictor
variables (variable selection procedure). The response data are split by each variable into
subgroups and a p-value is computed for each possible split. The p-value is the probability that
the subgroups are homogeneous. The different possible splits are optimised for the lowest pvalue, and the predictor variable with the lowest p-value is used to split the data into the optimal
subgroups. The analysis stops when a subgroup can no longer be split.
To prepare the dataset for FIRM analysis, compounds were divided into three sets of training,
test and validation with the ratio of 3:2:1 respectively. The procedure used for the allocation of
compounds into groups ensured that each group contained a good spread of different ranges of
aqueous solubility data. To this end, compounds were sorted according to their aqueous solubility
value and from each set of 6 drugs, the first, the third, and the fifth were allocated into training
set, the second and the sixth into test set and the fourth into the validation set. While the
validation set remained the same, the remaining compounds (training and test sets) were
randomly sampled 20 times to allocate compounds randomly into further 20 sets of training and
test. Twenty-one FIRM models were built using the 21 training sets and the models were used to
predict the solubility of compounds in test and validation sets. FIRM analyses were performed
using TSAR 3D with solubility in various solvent systems as the dependent variable, and all of
the calculated descriptors as independent variables. The predicted and experimental solubility
data were used for the calculation of Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and the best FIRM
models were selected based on the prediction accuracy for the test set.

RMSE =

å (log S

obs

- log S pred ) 2
n

(1)
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In equation 1, Spred is the predicted solubility, and Sobs is the observed solubility.

b. Stepwise Regression Analysis
MINITAB Statistical Software (version 13) was used for stepwise regression analyses
between solubility in different solvents and structural descriptors. The maximum p-value for a
parameter to be included in the equations was set at 0.05 and the maximum number of parameters
allowed in the equation was eight. The following statistical criteria of the models were noted: N
the number of observations, R2 the correlation coefficient, s the standard deviation, F the Fisher
statistic and the p-value. Stepwise regression analyses were performed on the training set. The
solubility of the validation set comprising 1/6 of the total number of compounds was calculated
using the resulting regression equation. Calculated and experimental solubilities were used for
the calculation of RMSE value using equation 1.

3. Results

3.1. FIRM Models
FIRM analysis was performed on drug solubility data in water, PEG and various water/ PEG
mixtures. The analysis was performed on 20 randomly selected training sets and on the training
set that was manually selected to cover all ranges of aqueous solubility. The best model was
selected based on the RMSE value of the solubility predicted for the test sets. Presented in
Figures 1 - 4 are the selected FIRM trees for the solubility of training and test set compounds in
pure water, 25% PEG, 50% PEG, and 75% PEG, respectively. Table 1 gives a brief description
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of the descriptors used in the selected FIRM models. FIRM was unable to partition the solubility
of training set compounds in 100% PEG.

Apart from the selected FIRM trees, a second procedure for the prediction of solubility
involved averaging of the estimated solubility by all the 21 FIRM models. The prediction of
solubility by this method, consensus FIRM, will be compared with other models in Discussion
section.

3.2. Regression Models

The regression equations resulting from stepwise regression of log solubility (log S) as the
dependent variable and all the molecular descriptors and melting point (mp) as the independent
variables resulted in equations 2-6 (Table 2). Stepwise regression was also performed with mp
excluded from the analysis, resulting in equations 7-11 (Table 3). It must be noted that the pvalues for the equations were less than 0.0005. The t-test p-values for the coefficients of all the
descriptors in the QSPRs were less than 0.05. The descriptors used in equations 2-11 have been
explained in Table 1.

4. Discussion

The seemingly simple process of dissolution of solid chemicals is a complex phenomenon
which includes destruction of crystal lattice, creation of a cavity in the solvent to accommodate
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the solute molecule, hydration of solute molecules and optimization of the 3D structure of
dissolved molecules by intermolecular interactions of solutes with solvent molecules. In this
study, solubility of solid compounds in water, PEG and water/PEG mixtures were analyzed in
order to develop relationships with the molecular properties. Regression and FIRM models were
developed using only calculated molecular properties. Moreover, in order to assess the value of
melting point in the estimation accuracy of the QSPR models, this property was used as one of
the descriptors of stepwise regression analysis and the resulting models were compared with
models without mp in terms of the estimation accuracy and the selected descriptors.

The resulting FIRM and regression models employed a wide range of descriptors (Table 1)
comprising calculated partition coefficients, atom and molecular attributes, molecular
connectivity indexes, and fraction of compounds ionized at specific pH values. This should be
advantageous for the prediction accuracy in comparison with models that are limited in terms of
the range of the descriptors used. For example, Rytting et al (2004) used only molecular weight
and volume, number of rotatable bonds, numbers of hydrogen bonding donor and acceptor
groups, molecular density and radius of gyration, and Abraham et al (1999) employed only the
five Abraham descriptors.

FIRM analysis used in this study has the advantage that it can take the nonlinear effects of
structural properties into account (Hawkins et al., 1997; Blower et al., 2002) and has proven
useful in classifying pharmaceutical data by discrete or continuous descriptors (Ghafourian and
Cronin, 2006; Godden et al., 2003). For example, suppose hydrogen bonding groups aid aqueous
solubility of a certain group of drugs to a certain extent. In this case FIRM can classify the
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solubility data into several bins based on several ranges of the hydrogen bonding descriptor.
However, this level of flexibility can result in over-fitting and poor generalization of the model.
Although the FIRM tree starts with large number of compounds, successive classification into
groups means that it will be using fewer data points at later stages of partitioning, increasing the
probability of over-fitting. One solution to this problem resides in the construction of several
differing FIRM trees and using the average of the predicted values (consensus modeling).
Consensus QSPR models have been widely used to improve prediction abilities of the models
(Santos and Hopfinger, 2008; Asikainen et al., 2004; Votano et al., 2004). However, consensus
modeling adds to the complexity of the QSPR (Hewitt et al., 2007), rendering the interpretation
difficult or even unmanageable.

In this investigation twenty-one FIRM trees were generated for randomly sampled training sets
and the best tree was selected based on the prediction accuracy for the test set compounds. This
procedure allows interpretation of the model and thereby provides some insight into the factors
governing the process of dissolution. On the other hand, the average of calculated log solubility
using these 21 trees was also calculated and compared with the selected tree in terms of the
prediction accuracy. Moreover, two sets of regression models were constructed for solubility in
each solvent system. These were the QSPR with or without incorporation of melting point in the
descriptor list. In the discussion below, the prediction accuracy of different models will be
examined and then the components of the models and the relation of the molecular descriptors
with the solubility in different solvent systems will be discussed. The correlation matrix of all the
selected descriptors is provided in Supporting Information.
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4.1. Prediction accuracy of the models

Errors of solubility estimation using different methods have been presented in supporting
material for all the drugs. The residuals of log solubility showed normal distributions with
skewness values not greater than around 2. The RMSE values and percentages of drugs showing
residuals below 0.5, below 1 or greater than 1.5 for all compounds and for the validation set have
been presented in Table 4 and Table 5. In average, percentage of validation set compounds with
predicted solubility within 1.0 log unit of the observed value is 88.9% for regression
models (with mp), 91.2% for regression models (without mp), 82.1% for consensus FIRM and
80.4% for the selected FIRM models. These values are encouraging when comparing with
the QSPR models presented by Rytting et al (2004) for this same dataset, where 78.1% of the
predictions were within 1.0 log unit of the observed values. The QSPR model reported by
Rytting et al involved splitting of the dataset into two groups of structurally similar
compounds and development of separate regression equations for each group. They also
compared the prediction accuracy of the QSPR with that of the classic log-linear model
(Yalkowsky et al., 1972), where solubility of each compound in water is required for the
estimation of solubility in the solvent mixtures. This procedure led to the solubility prediction of
84.2% of compounds within 1 log unit of the observed values. Therefore, the calculated
regression models presented here (equations 7-11) are more accurate than the more strenuous
log-linear method.

Similarly, RMSE values in Table 4 and 5 also show that the regression models provide
the most accurate estimation of solubility in all the solvent systems. The RMSE values of
the regression models with or without mp for all solvent systems are, respectively, 0.62 and 0.59
for
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validation set and 0.61 and 0.65 for all drugs. This shows that melting point can comfortably
be excluded from solubility estimation protocols, with only a modest reduction in the
estimation accuracy. By comparing the reported statistics for the validation set, it can be
seen that the calculated regression models outperform FIRM or consensus FIRM models in
most solvent systems. It must be noted that for solubility in 25% PEG, FIRM model is
exceptionally good with RMSE of 0.49 for the validation set. Consensus FIRM models are
generally the third best in terms of RMSE for the validation set, followed by the selected
FIRM models (Table 4). On the other hand, FIRM and consensus FIRM models show a better
fit to the training set as it can be seen from the reported statistics for all the drugs (Table 5).

In comparing the error levels it must be born in mind that in a small number of cases, the
descriptor values were not available for some drugs due to limitations of the software used for the
calculation of the descriptors. Also, melting point was not available for two compounds as
they decompose. Moreover, FIRM models failed to predict for those drugs in the validation set
whose descriptor values fall outside the range defined in the model. From this perspective, the
consensus FIRM models have the advantage that the predicted values are available for larger
numbers of drugs Therefore the error is calculated for the remaining dataset (see the
‘percentage of drugs calculated’ in Table 5).

Table 4 indicates higher error levels for the prediction of solubility in water or pure PEG in
comparison with the solvent mixtures. In fact, FIRM models could not be constructed for
solubility in pure PEG. For majority of the drugs in the dataset, solubility is higher in PEG than
in water. PEG has lower values of surface tension, dielectric constant and solubility parameter
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than water (Yurquina et al., 2007) and when added to water such properties for the mixtures will
be lower than those of the pure water. In order to describe the behavior of solvents and solvent
mixtures, cohesive and adhesive forces between molecules have been considered. The
Hildebrand – Scatchard equation (Hildebrand and Scott, 1950) employs solubility parameters of
the solute (dB) and the solvent (dA) as measures of volume specific cohesion/ adhesion energy.
The equation implies that the highest solubility occurs when solubility parameters of the solute
and the solvent are equal (Stengele et al., 2001). Inspection of the plots between solubility and
the solutes’ melting point (Figure 5) shows that, unlike aqueous solubility, the solubility in PEG
is highly controlled by the cohesion energy of the solute molecules reducing the contribution of
the solute-solvent adhesion energy. On the other hand, aqueous solubility is more related to
hydrophobicity than is the solubility in PEG (see graphs of solubility vs log P in Figure 5). This is
probably the reason for the poor correlation of the aqueous solubility with the solubility in PEG
(R2 = 0.04).

Several chemicals showed high average estimation errors. These compounds in descending
order of average absolute error were guanine, xanthine, folic acid, nalidixic acid and uric acid.
The average solubility of these compounds were considerably lower than the average solubility of
the whole dataset and, almost in all cases, their solubility values were overestimated. All these
chemicals have high melting points or, in case of xanthine and uric acid, they decompose before
melting. This may indicate an incomplete description of the crystal lattice for these compounds
by the molecular descriptors used, or not enough weighting of melting point in the models using
this descriptor. In fact, the average estimation error for high melting point chemicals with mp of
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200.5 - 360 °C was found to be generally higher than that for low melting point compounds with
mp of 53.5 - 192 °C (Table 6).

A consensus model based on the two different methodologies of linear regression and nonlinear FIRM may result in more robust predictions, as the inclusion of FIRM may allow better
prediction for some of the compounds for which the non linear behavior may be more
pronounced. To examine this, the average predictions by regression (without mp) and the selected
FIRM models were calculated. Comparing Table 5 and Table 7 shows that when comparing
RMSE values for all drugs, the combined regression and FIRM models are more accurate than
any individual models for aqueous solubility and solubility in 25% PEG. For solubility in 50% or
75% PEG, the regression models incorporating melting point (equations 4 and 5) are of superior
or equal accuracy to the combined FIRM and regression models. Therefore, for future estimation
of solubility in water and 25% PEG, a combination of FIRM and calculated regression models
can be recommended; this is FIRM model in Figure 1 and equation 7 for aqueous solubility, and
FIRM model in Figure 2 and equation 8 for solubility in 25% PEG. For solubility in 50%, 75%
and 100% PEG, provided the availability of mp, equations 4, 5 and 6 (respectively) can be
recommended. When mp for a drug is not available, a combination of FIRM and regression will
be a suitable alternative for the estimation of solubility in 50% and 75% PEG; that is FIRM
model in Figure 3 and equation 9 for solubility in 50% PEG, and FIRM model in figure 4 and
equation 10 for solubility in 75% PEG. Equation 11 can be used for the estimation of solubility in
pure PEG when mp is not available.

4.2. The Selected FIRM Models
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Melting point was not used as a descriptor in FIRM analyses. Table 1 gives a brief description
of all the selected descriptors. All the FIRM models for aqueous solubility including the selected
model (Figure 1) classified the compounds by the log P value in the first step. This is expected
from mechanistic point of view and also suggested by Yalkowsky (1999) in the General
Solubility Equation (GSE). In the second step, J (Balaban topological index (Devillers and
Balaban, 2000)) and MW (molecular mass) were selected for the classification. This shows the
importance of molecular shape and size in the solubility process. J is a highly discriminating
topological index whose values do not substantially increase with the molecular size and
represents extended connectivity and the shape of molecules (Thakur et al., 2004). It appears that
the group of compounds with low J values have a considerably higher average mp (236 °C) than
the other group with average mp of 208 °C, which could explain their lower aqueous solubilities.
The electronic parameter of SEI (sum of electrotopological state indexes) appeared in the third
step of the classification. This is despite the important effect of electronic interactions (such as Hbonding) between a solute and water on the water solubility. This can be attributed to the fact that
intermolecular electrostatic interactions can both reduce or increase solubility, depending on
whether they are formed between the solute molecules leading to high crystal structure energy,
and/ or between the solute and the solvent molecules resulting in the heat release. Moreover,
electrostatic interactions can be formed intra-molecularly. Although there have been attempts to
approximate the intra-molecular interactions for example by the use of product terms of hydrogen
bonding acceptor and donor descriptors (Abraham and Le, 1999), the extent of such interactions
can only be estimated by rigorous conformational analysis of the molecules.
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In the FIRM tree (Figure 1) it can be seen that numbers of ethyl groups and heteroatoms have
been used at later stages of partitioning. Ethyl groups are present in only 3 out of the 30
compounds in this bin. These compounds have a lower average solubility than those without
ethyl groups, probably due to the hydrophobicity of the hydrocarbon groups. Contrary to the
expectations, compounds with high number of heteroatoms (7 or 9) have lower average
solubility. An inspection of this bin shows that several sulphonamides i.e. hydrochlorothiazide,
hydroflumethiazide and acetazolamide, are amongst the compounds in this bin which has
a higher average melting point (222 vs. 200) and molecular weight than the other bin.
Finally, number of phenyl groups has been selected showing somehow contentious effect on
aqueous solubility, as compounds with one phenyl group (n = 7) have higher solubility than those
with 0, 2, 3, or 4 such groups (n = 18).

In the FIRM models for the solubility in water / co-solvent mixtures (Figures 2-4), log P was
not selected in the early stages of partitioning. Lower polarity of the solvent mixtures as indicated
by their reduced dielectric constant in comparison with water (Sengwa and Sankhla, 2007) is the
probable cause of this, leading to the less negative effect of the solute lipophilicity on the
solubility in such solvents.

For solubility in 25%PEG, Parachor (Pa) was the first descriptor selected by FIRM analysis.
This descriptor represents the molecular size, with the partitioning showing the lower solubility
of high molecular size drugs. For the large molecular size compounds, the next selected
descriptor is log D1, the distribution coefficient at pH 1, which is expectedly higher for the lowsolubility drugs. For acidic drugs, the log D measured at pH 1 is expected to be higher than that
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measured at basic pH values, and the opposite is true for the basic drugs, due to the lower
percentage of an acidic drug ionized at pH 1 than that of a basic drug. Therefore, the lipophililic
drugs that have been separated are more likely to be acidic as well. This expectation is confirmed
by considering the types of drugs that reside in this bin that are mostly NSAIDS and different
classes of steroids. The lipophilic, large molecular-size drugs have been finally partitioned by the
number of six-membered aliphatic rings (rings6aliph) which shows a nonlinear effect on the
solubility. On the other hand, small compounds (Pa<513) have been partitioned according to their
shape descriptor, J, with molecules containing high J values being more soluble in this solvent
mixture, presumably due to the lower mp (average of 178 vs. 231 °C for low J group) as
explained for aqueous solubility model. This trend was also the case for aqueous solubility
(Figure 1). Compounds with high J values have been classified by V/SA (volume divided by the
surface area). V/SA is larger for more spherical molecules (as they have minimum surface area
for the volume) and it is smaller for planar or elongated compounds. According to this FIRM
tree, such spherical molecules have a lower average solubility than the planar molecules. Both
groups of compounds have conjugated planar rings which, in the high V/SA compounds, it is
mostly attached to chlorine atoms and flexible/ branched chains rendering them less soluble;
whereas in the low V/SA compounds, it is mostly attached to small rigid groups. Cytosine,
caffeine, salicylic acid and benzoic acid are examples of low V/SA, while linuron, butylparaben,
ibuprofen and 1,2,3-trichlorobenzene are examples of high V/SA drugs. This FIRM model shows
good prediction accuracy as explained earlier, confirming the reliability of the model and the
selected descriptors.
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For solubility in 50% PEG, the descriptor 9cring was selected by FIRM in the first step. This
connectivity index has a value greater than zero, for compounds containing nine-membered rings.
An example of such molecular structures can be seen in allopurinol, azathioprine and strychnine
where a six-membered ring is fused to a five-membered ring (see Figure 6). Out of 102
compounds in the training/test sets, 30 contain this structural characteristic with a lower average
solubility in this solvent. Based on the planar ring structures with several p-bonds, these
compounds can be expected to have high melting points, indicating strong lattice energy. Indeed,
the average melting point for the drugs with 9cring > 0 is 230 °C, whereas the remaining
compounds have an average mp of 173 °C. Interestingly, majority of these chemicals have low J
values (<2.2) which according to Figures 1 and 2 are grouped as having low solubility in water
and 25% PEG, probably due to high melting points. Compounds containing 9-membered ring
systems have only been partitioned once more and this has been done based on the ADME
violations (AV) from Lipinski’s rule of five (Lipinski et al., 1997) with only one compound
(Diosgenin with log P of 5.84) showing a violation and having a very low solubility. The
compounds in the other group have been classified according to the 1κ value with the compounds
having higher 1κ value showing lower solubility. Information in 1κ is composed of molecular size
and cyclicity (Hu et al., 2004). In the next step the larger molecules (with high 1κ values) have
been classified according to their log P values. On the other hand, the group with smaller
molecules has been classified according to a calculated descriptor, SEI/n (Sum of
electrotopological state indexes divided by the number of heavy atoms), an indicator of the
availability of electrons for electrostatic interactions (Hu et al., 2004). Finally the compounds
with higher SEI/n have been grouped into those containing one aromatic ring and those
containing zero or two such rings.
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For solubility in 75% PEG, the number of 6-membered aliphatic rings was selected at the first
step, with drugs having one or more such rings showing lower average solubility. These two
groups of compounds have similar lipophilicities (average log P of 1.76 vs. 1.77), but
significantly different average mp values of 167 vs. 222 °C for high and low solubility groups
respectively. In the next step, compounds have been classified according to the 1κ value with the
compounds with higher 1κ value showing lower solubility, which can be attributed to the large
molecular size of such compounds. From the group of compounds with high 1κ values, three have
been separated with relatively low atom-level molecular connectivity index, a descriptor related
to the number of atoms (Hall and Kier, 2001). These three compounds have a lower solubility
than the remaining compounds. Studies have shown that although the Kappa index represents
significantly the molecular size, the size information of this index is different from that of the Chi
index, as it combines the cyclicity information with the size (Hu et al., 2004).

For solubility in 100% PEG, FIRM was unable to split the dataset using any of the descriptors.
In other words none of the descriptors were significant for the classification of PEG solubility
data.

4.3. Linear Regression Models

The results of stepwise regression analysis showed that melting point was one of the first three
descriptors of solubility models in all solvent systems (see equations 2-6 in Table 2). This finding
is in agreement with the GSE and the hypothesis that the work required for the breakdown of
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solute crystal structure is one of the most important contributors to the overall free energy of
dissolution (Yalkowsky, 1999). When mp was not used in stepwise regression analysis, the
resulting QSPRs had reduced R2 values (compare equations in Table 1 and Table 2). Apart from
melting point, QSPR equations 2-6 contain several other molecular descriptors which can be
regarded as those describing other contributing factors such as the solute-solvent interaction and
cavity formation in the solvent (Hermann, 1997).

Equation 2 shows that the first two descriptors selected by stepwise regression analysis are
melting point and octanol/ water partition coefficient which, in accordance with the
GSE, represent the effects of the two main factors, crystal lattice energy and solute-solvent
interaction energies, respectively. Moreover, the work of cavity formation in the solvent for
the solute molecule is represented by the first order molecular connectivity index, a size
descriptor, with a negative coefficient indicating the effect of molecular size. This is in
accordance with the model suggested by Meylan et al (1996) which, in addition to the first
three descriptors of equation 2, incorporated 12 independent correction factors.

In equation 3 for the solubility in 25%PEG, melting point and octanol/ water partition
coefficient are still the main descriptors. The third-order path molecular connectivity index is
mostly an indicator of the molecular size and adjacency of branching (Hall and Kier, 2001)
probably indicating the work required for cavity formation. FiB, the fraction of basic compounds
ionized at pH 7.4, shows the favorable effect of the electrostatic interaction between the ionized
solutes and water. The two connectivity indexes of 4th order cluster and 10th order path (Hall and
Kier, 2001) can indicate the higher solubility of specific molecular topologies having a relatively
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high solubility despite the large molecular size. Examples of these molecules are strychnine and
dexamethasone with large 10cp, and ampicillin with high 4cvcluster.

Similarly, in equation 4 for the solubility in 50% PEG, mp, log P and FiB are selected. The
other descriptors of the equation are zero-order valence connectivity index with a negative
coefficient indicating the negative effect of molecular size and the number of phenyl groups
(NPhenyl) with positive coefficient describing certain type of the solute-solvent interaction energy
for the compounds containing phenyl groups. As NPhenyl is also a positive contributor to the
solubility in 75% PEG (equation 5), it can be assumed that there is a favorable interaction
between the phenyl group and the solvent, at higher concentrations of PEG. Contrary to the
solubility in the PEG/ water solvent mixtures, the highly hydrophobic aromatic rings have been
shown to reduce the aqueous solubility (Huuskonen et al., 2008).

In equation 5, a major change is observed in that the octanol /water partition coefficient is no
longer significant. This follows the reducing trend of (absolute values of) log P coefficients from
equation 2 to 4 with the reduction of water content of the solvent mixture. Number of phenyl
rings (Nphenyl) and the hydrogen bonding acceptor atoms (NHA) represent the favorable
electrostatic interactions between the solute and the solvent molecules. Ratio of the number of
flexible bonds to the total number of heavy atoms (F/N) shows a positive effect on the solubility
in 75%PEG. The favorable effect of molecular flexibility on the aqueous solubility is also
documented previously (Huuskonen et al., 2008; Bergström et al., 2002). Finally, the second
order molecular shape index (2k) with a negative coefficient could be a shape descriptor or
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simply an indicator of the lower solubility of compounds with larger molecular size (Hall and
Kier, 2001).

In equation 6, number of six-membered aliphatic rings, number of four-membered rings, and
the first order molecular connectivity index have negative coefficients indicating the
negative effects of molecular size, and presence of four-membered and six-membered
systems on the solubility in PEG. FIRM model 4 for solubility in 75% PEG (Figure 4) also
indicated the lower solubility of the group of compounds containing six-membered rings,
which could be attributed to the corresponding crystal lattice as explained before. Weight
percentage of nitrogen atoms in the molecules is the other descriptor with a negative effect on
PEG solubility. The combination of N% and the number of amino groups with negative and
positive coefficients respectively can also be seen in equations 9 and 11. The polar hydrogen
bonding amino group can be an obvious promoter of solubility in a polar solvent mixture.
The negative coefficient of N% on the other hand shows the lower solubility of drugs
containing a large number of non-amine nitrogen atoms such as that in xanthine, guanine and uric
acid (see figure 6).

On the other hand, molecular descriptors in equations 7-11 are expected to represent the
melting point as well as the solute-solvent interaction energy and the energy required for
the creation of a cavity in the solvent. Molecular density (Dm), calculated by ACD labs software
as molecular weight divided by molar volume, is the common descriptor in equations 7-10. Dm
can be representing the solid state intermolecular interaction energy replacing the melting
point descriptor in equations 2-5. Similar to equations 2-4, equations 7-9 involve partition
coefficient with reducing coefficient. Log P is absent from equations 10 and 11. In
equation 7, dipole
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moment with a negative coefficient suggests involvement of electrostatic interaction between the
solute molecules, and ninth order ring molecular connectivity index with a negative coefficient,
as explained before, reveals the lower solubility of certain molecular structures containing
two fused rings of six and five atoms, most probably due to their strong crystal lattice.
Apparent partition coefficient in pH 7.4 indicates the lower solubility of lipophilic drugs
especially those without acidic or basic groups. In equation 8, molecular connectivity index
for five-membered rings could be an indicator of molecular size, ratio of the number of flexible
bonds to the number of atoms is a descriptor of flexibility with a positive coefficient as seen
previously in equation 5. Flexible molecules have lower melting points (Bergström et al,
2003) and this could be the reason for the higher solubility of these molecules. Equation 9 is
very similar to equation 4 for the solubility in 50%PEG solvent mixture, with molecular
density replacing melting point, and log D1 and number of amino groups selected instead of
FiB. Here negative coefficient of log D1 indicates higher solubility of less lipophilic basic
drugs (which have a lower apparent partition coefficient at pH 1 in comparison with acids or
neutral drugs). This is clearly linked with FiB values. Likewise, in equation 10, apart from
those descriptors that are also present in equation 5, number of six-membered aliphatic rings and
ellipsoidal volume can be molecular size descriptors. The number of hydrogen bonding acceptor
and amino groups with positive coefficients, and the number of nitrogen atoms with negative
coefficient are explained earlier to be related to the solute-solvent interaction energy.

Finally, in equation 11, percentage weight of nitrogen atoms, number of six-membered
aliphatic rings and number of four-membered rings are the same as equation 6. The other
descriptors, number of hydrogen bonding donor ability, number of amino and hydroxyl groups
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can represent the solute-solvent or the solute-solute interaction energies. In order to identify the
descriptor(s) representing the solute crystal lattice energy, a regression analysis was performed
which incorporated melting point in addition to the descriptors of equation 11 as the independent
variables. The result showed that number of hydrogen bonding donor groups (NHD) and number
of hydroxyl groups (NOH) were no longer significant. This shows that NHD and NOH describe
crystal lattice energy in the absence of melting point or molecular density.

Conclusion

In this investigation non-linear and linear methods of FIRM and stepwise regression were used
for the development of QSPR models for solubility in water, PEG or PEG/water mixtures. The
results of stepwise regression analysis showed that melting point was a significant contributor to
solubility estimation in all solvent systems. However, with the exclusion of melting point the
resulting models were still able to estimate the solubility of the external validation set with only a
slight decrease in the estimation accuracy. The accuracy of these models (with melting point
excluded) were better than the log-linear model (Yalkowsky et al., 1972) which requires the
solubility of each drug in water as the input for solubility estimation in the binary mixtures.

Regression models outperformed FIRM or consensus FIRM models for solubility estimation in
most solvent systems. However it was shown that an estimation made by a combination of FIRM
and regression models gives the most accurate estimation of solubility in water and 25%
PEG. Estimation of solubility in higher concentrations of PEG is most accurate using mpincluded regression models followed by a combination of FIRM and calculated regression
models.
25

Stepwise regression analysis, in comparison with FIRM, employs a more diverse set of
descriptors. With only a few exceptions, the descriptors selected by stepwise regression analysis
are different from those selected by FIRM, despite the fact that they are both explaining similar
effects of crystal lattice, lipophilicity, molecular size and solute-solvent interactions on solubility.
This is due to the linear nature of regression in comparison with non-linear, classification type
approach of FIRM. Log P is one of the descriptors that is selected by both FIRM and stepwise
regression for solubility in water and lower concentrations of PEG.

For water solubility, the first property used for classification by FIRM is lipophilicity, followed
by size and shape descriptors, with the latter reflecting the crystal lattice energy, and then
electrostatic parameters. The trend changes for the solubility in PEG/water solvent mixtures with
size and shape descriptors becoming more prominent (selected in earlier stages of classification
in Figures 2-4). This could be due to higher significance of crystal lattice energy in non-aqueous
solubility than in aqueous solubility, as the shape descriptors such as J and 9cring, were found to be
related to the melting point of the compounds.

All regression models employed at least one descriptor for crystal lattice strength. Melting
point is the descriptor of choice for crystal energy in regression models. When melting point is
not used, the resulting regressions employ molecular density, 9cring, flexibility descriptor (F/N),
N%, or in case of solubility in pure PEG, the number of hydrogen bonding donor groups and
number of six-membered aliphatic rings to account for solid state energies. Similar to the FIRM
models, the importance of lipophilicity descriptor in regression models declines with the
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increasing fraction of PEG in the solvent mixture. The size descriptors are present in all the
solubility models (FIRM and regression); these are molecular connectivity indexes, molecular
weight, and Kappa indexes. Electrostatic descriptors are also evident in the regression and FIRM
models. Examples are fraction of compounds ionized as base (FiB), the number of hydrogen
bonding donor and acceptor groups and number of amino groups. Electrostatic features of a
molecule can lead to increased or reduced solubility, as they control both favorable solute –
solvent interactions and the work of crystal structure break down related to solute – solute
interactions. Specific molecular features such as presence of 6-membered rings or fused five- and
six-membered

rings

appeared

in

some

models,

indicating

low

solubility

of

the

compounds containing such structures. These features can be linked to crystal energy as
compounds with these characteristics show high melting points as well.

Supporting Information Available
1. Table of observed and predicted solubility values in different solvent systems and the
estimation errors for training, test and validation sets
2. The correlation matrix for the molecular descriptors selected by FIRM and stepwise
regression
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Table 1. Descriptors selected by the models
Descriptor Description

Number of times selected
FIRM

k
2
k
0
c
1
c
3 v
cp
4 v
cc
5
cring
9
cring
10
cp
AV
Dm
F/N
FiB
1

J
Log D1
Log D7.4
Log P
mp
MW
N%
NAmino
NEthyl
NHA
NHD
Nhetero
NN
NOH
NPhenyl
Pa
Rings4
Rings6ali
Rings6arom
SEI
V/SA
VEllip
SEI/n
µ

1rd order kappa shape index
2rd order kappa shape index
0rd order molecular connectivity index
1st order molecular connectivity index
3rd order valence path molecular connectivity index
4rd order valence cluster molecular connectivity index
5th order ring molecular connectivity index
9th order ring molecular connectivity index
10th order path molecular connectivity index
ADME Violations according to Lipinski’s rule of five
Molecular density
Flexible bonds/number of heavy atoms
Fraction of compound ionized as base (1/(1+107.4-pKa
base
))
Balaban Topological index
Apparent partition coefficient at pH 1
Apparent partition coefficient at pH7.4
Octanol-water partition coefficient
Melting point measured in °C
Molecular weight
Percentage of nitrogen atom
Number of amino groups
Number of ethyl groups
Number of hydrogen bond acceptor groups
Number of hydrogen bonding donor groups
Number of Heteroatom
Number of nitrogen atoms
Number of hydroxyl groups
Number of Phenyl groups
Parachor
Number of 4 membered rings
Number of 6 membered aliphatic rings
Number of 6 -membered aromatic rings
Sum of electro topological state indexes
Volume/Surface area
Ellipsoidal Volume; the volume defined by moments
of inertia
Sum of electrotopological state indexes / number of
heavy atoms
Dipole moment calculated by the AM1 Hamiltonian

Stepwise
Regression

2
1
1
2
2
1
1

1
1

1
4
2
1
2
1
2

1
1
6
5

1
1

3
3
1
2
1

1
1
1
2
1
1
1

1
1
2
2
3

1
1
1
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Table 2. QSPRs obtained from stepwise regression analysis using all the molecular descriptors
and melting point as the independent variables
Equation Equation
No.

N

R2

s

F

2

Log S (Water) = -0.054 - 0.00674 mp - 119
0.596 Log P - 0.0906 1c

0.69

0.73

86.2

3

Log S (25%PEG) = 0.323 - 0.385 Log P - 119
0.00639 mp - 0.293 3cvp + 0.327 FiB +
3.17 4cvc + 0.412 10cp

0.64

0.63

33.5

4

Log S (50%PEG) = 0.426 - 0.344 Log P - 119
0.00584 mp – 0.0717 0cv + 0.365 NPhenyl

0.59

0.59

40.7

5

Log S (75%PEG) = 0.591 + 0.457 NPhenyl - 120
0.00509 mp - 0.422 2k+ 0.201 NHA + 3.76
F/N

0.54

0.60

27.2

6

Log S (100%PEG) = 0.810 - 0.00493 mp - 92
0.246 Rings6ali - 2.03 Rings4 - 0.0182 N% 0.0536 1c

0.71

0.46

43.0

N: number of compounds, R2: the square of the correlation coefficient, s: standard deviation, F:
Fisher statistic.
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Table 3. QSPRs obtained from stepwise regression analysis using all the molecular descriptors
with the exclusion of melting point as the independent variables
Equation
Equation
No.

N

R2

S

F

7

Log S (Water) =0.619 - 1.48 Dm- 0.504 log
121
P - 32.7 9cring - 0.176 Log D7.4 - 0.103 µ

0.69

0.74

51.1

8

Log S (25%PEG) =0.238 - 1.32 Dm-0.432
121
log P - 4.88 5cring - 0.569 NEthyl + 2.35 F/N

0.58

0.68

31.8

9

Log S (50%PEG) = 0.823 - 0.846 Dm0.176 log P - 0.182 3cv - 0.0399 N% - 121
0.0999 log D1 + 0.341 NAmino

0.52

0.65

20.6

10

Log S (75%PEG) =0.504 -0.444 Rings6ali 0.184 NN -0.000445 VEllip - 0.969 Dm+ 122
0.129 NHA + 0.241 NAmino

0.51

0.65

20.2

11

Log S (100%PEG) = 0.004 - 0.0366 N% 0.433 Rings6ali - 1.79 Rings4- 0.4478 NHD + 95
0.435 NAmino + 0.232 NOH

0.69

0.54

32.2

N: number of compounds, R2: the square of the correlation coefficient, s: standard deviation, F:
Fisher statistic.
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Table 4. Comparison of different models for the prediction of solubility of validation set drugs in
different solvents validation set
Percentage of drugs with residual in log units
<±0.5
<±1.0
>±1.5
Log S (water)
Regression with mp
Regression
Consensus FIRM
FIRM
Log S (25% PEG)
Regression with mp
Regression
Consensus FIRM
FIRM
Log S (50% PEG)
Regression with mp
Regression
Consensus FIRM
FIRM
Log S (75% PEG)
Regression with mp
Regression
Consensus FIRM
FIRM
Log S (100%PEG)
Regression with mp
Regression

RMSE

63.2
57.9
36.8
28.6

78.9
89.5
68.4
57.1

5.3
0.0
15.8
14.3

0.71
0.61
0.93
1.03

63.2
57.9
45.0
60.0

89.5
100
90.0
100

5.3
0.0
5.0
0.0

0.62
0.55
0.70
0.49

84.2
73.7
60.0
66.7

94.7
94.7
85.0
86.7

0.0
0.0
5.0
0.0

0.44
0.51
0.68
0.62

63.2
75.0
65.0
50.0

94.7
85.0
85.0
77.8

5.3
5.0
5.0
0.0

0.52
0.59
0.68
0.68

80.0
80.0

86.7
86.7

6.7
6.7

0.80
0.71
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Table 5. Comparison of different models for the calculation of solubility of all drugs in different
solvents
Percentage of drugs with residual in
log units
<±0.5
<±1.0
>±1.5
Log S (water)
Regression with mp
Regression
Consensus FIRM
FIRM
Log S (25% PEG)
Regression with mp
Regression
Consensus FIRM
FIRM
Log S (50% PEG)
Regression with mp
Regression
Consensus FIRM
FIRM
Log S (75% PEG)
Regression with mp
Regression
Consensus FIRM
FIRM
Log S (100%PEG)
Regression with mp
Regression

RMSE

% drugs calculated

55.5
47.1
54.5
53.0

84.9
82.6
85.1
80.9

4.2
3.3
5.8
6.1

0.72
0.72
0.73
0.75

97.5
99.2
99.2
94.3

68.1
49.6
55.7
64.6

92.4
87.6
90.2
92.0

2.5
1.7
1.6
1.8

0.61
0.67
0.62
0.57

97.5
99.2
100
92.6

68.9
52.9
60.7
60.9

92.4
91.7
91.8
87.8

0.8
1.7
1.6
2.6

0.57
0.64
0.60
0.68

97.5
99.2
100
94.3

65.5
55.7
63.1
59.0

94.1
88.5
91.0
88.0

3.4
3.3
2.5
6.0

0.59
0.63
0.62
0.67

97.5
100
100
95.9

73.1
68.4

94.6
92.6

1.1
2.1

0.55
0.58

97.9
100
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Table 6. RMSE values for the high and low melting point drugs in the dataset with 54 and 68
drugs in each group, respectively.
RMSE
Log S (water)
Regression with
mp Regression
Consensus FIRM
FIRM
Log S (25% PEG)
Regression with
mp Regression
Consensus FIRM
FIRM
Log S (50% PEG)
Regression with
mp Regression
Consensus FIRM
FIRM
Log S (75% PEG)
Regression with
mp Regression
Consensus FIRM
FIRM
Log S (100%PEG)
Regression with
mp Regression

high mp

low mp

0.71
0.75
0.67
0.74

0.73
0.70
0.77
0.76

0.68
0.74
0.67
0.62

0.56
0.60
0.57
0.53

0.60
0.73
0.69
0.83

0.55
0.55
0.52
0.54

0.61
0.64
0.76
0.81

0.57
0.62
0.48
0.53

0.64
0.65

0.47
0.51
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Table 7. RMSE of log solubility predicted by combined regression and FIRM models.
RMSE
Log S (water)
Log S (25% PEG)
Log S (50%
PEG) Log S
(75% PEG)

Validation set
0.70
0.49
0.54
0.62

All drugs
0.63
0.52
0.61
0.59
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. The selected FIRM tree for the classification of drugs into different aqueous solubility
groups in water; N is the number of compounds, MLogS is the mean log solubility.
Figure 2. The selected FIRM tree for the classification of drugs into different solubility groups in
25% PEG; N is the number of compounds, MLogS is the mean log solubility
Figure 3. The selected FIRM tree for the classification of drugs in different solubility groups in
50% PEG; N is the number of compounds, MLogS is the mean log solubility.
Figure 4. The selected FIRM tree for the classification of drugs into different solubility groups in
75% PEG; N is the number of compounds, MLogS is the mean log solubility.
Figure 5. Plots of aqueous solubility and solubility in PEG 400 against melting point (mp) or log
P.
Figure 6. Molecular structures of drugs with fused 5- and 6-membered rings
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